Fast trading SMS Advisory for fast day-traders and
jobbers for fast and small profit and smaller loss.
9 SMS tips for small profit with small loss in intraday.
9 Fast moving calls in high volume and selected stocks/commodities.
9 FasTips SMS Service available in Stocks and Commodities both as per preference of trader.
9 Several (minimum 4-8) calls in one day.
9 This service is started on request of jobbers, and day traders who generate volume and put
more trades with small gap but fast result profit.
9 Also, this product launched in view of decreasing intra-day volatility in several commodities
and stock market also. So traders can profit some money daily even if the daily volatility (the
difference between high and low of the commodity/stock in view of the previous close and
open of the stock) is low.
9 SMS will be sent from ultra fast SMS server. No tips will be given by phone in this ‘fastips’
service, however all time phone guidance is open for members.
9 Remove your number from DND as SMS will only come from high speed server.
9 There will be minimum TGT of 10 points in nifty, 5 points in nickel, 35 point in gold, 75
points in silver, 1.5 points in natural gas, in stocks profit will be at least rupees 10 in
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thousand rupee scrip, while 20 if scrip is Rs.2000-5000, and similarly the TGT will be
determined by the price of stock and its intraday volatility/movement.
9 Mostly advanced buy above and sell below trigger levels will be given so that traders can put
advanced limit, as most of the time the prices shoots up/down at prices we want to take
entry, while some time when instant execution call is sent, then traders have to put trade at
the either given CMP, or between the given prices. There will not be calls asking to execute
at ‘market’ price, as market price can be very uncertain.
9 All are requested to put advanced limits when it is given.
9 We recommend that traders manage for the minimum possible brokerage from their brokers
while they are trading on our ‘fastips’ SMS service.
9 People who remain in front of screen or trade on their own online, or trading account holders
whose brokers can trade on our SMS should only join. We advice no to trade on the phone by
calling their brokers. Those who trade on their own by sitting online, or those who remain in
front of the screen or those who want us to send SMS directly to their brokers/dealers, those
people only trade in this our ‘fastips’ service.
9 This service will be delivered by our three analysts, one analyst for equity and two analysts
are for commodity segment.
9 Fee is Weekly fee Rs.2500, Monthly fee Rs.8000 for either equity or commodity segment.
9 Phone explanation and training and understanding will be given before starting service and
during the service also.
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